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Introduction
Herve Varenne and

Ray McDermott

In a way, culture substitutes itselfto life. ill another way culture rues nm!

transfonnslifeto realize a synthesis,,fhigha order:

-Claude Levi-Strauss,
The ElementaryStructures of Kinship((1949] l %9: 4)

In a famous account of growing up in America, Maxine Hong Kingston cells of her

sister's silence when, for the first rime, rhe two of chem had to ace in a setting ruled

byEnglishand the School. She cells of her own inability co speak che character "I":

It was when I found out I had to talk chat school became a misery,rhat rhe silence be

came a misery.I did noc speakand felr bad each rime I did noc speak. I read aloud in

first grade, though. and heard chc barest whisperwith little squeaks come our of my
throat. "Louder," said che teacher, who scared the voice away again. The ocher Chinese

girlsdid not talk either, so I knew the silence had to do with beinga Chinese girl.
Readingout loud was easier than speakingbecause we did nor have to make up what

to say, bur I stopped often, and the reacher would think I'd gone quiet again. I could nor

understand "I." The Chinese 'T' has seven strokes, intricacies, How could the American

"!," assuredlywearing a hat like the Chinese, have only three strokes. the middle so

straight?Was it out of politenessrhar chis writer left off strokes the way a Chinese has co

wrire her own name small and crooked? No. it was not politeness:"!" is a capital and

"you"is lower case. 1 stared at rhar middle line and waited so long for its black center co

resolve into tight strokes and dots that I forgotco pronounce it. ( 1975: 166-167)

Kingston grew up to become a master of the American "[." She has written one of

rhe great educational autobiographies of the twentieth century, and she has been

dulycelebrated for ir.

As educators and sciencisrs concerned with action, we1are looking for ways ro un

derstand the conditions of such achievements. \'v'hat makes reading"I" easy or diffi

cult? What makes a famous author? \'v'hat does ir rake to write an autobiography?
Would Maxine Hong Kingston have ever written such a text had her mother stayed
in China (or American industry not needed cheap labor co build railroads and clean

cloches)?What did Maxine Hong Kingston do chat is her own? \Vhar is she respon
sible for?
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These are the questions we ask of various lives conducted in and around American

schools-the lives of children, teachers, parents, and educational researchers. A? cul
tural anthropologists,we ask these questions of people acting with others and per
formingvarious tasks in settings where issues generallythought relevant co education

get raised: reading,cooking, doing homework, singing, discussingsocial issues, tak

ing tests. The questions have a sec of easy commonsense answers: People do well or

badly "because" something is right or wrong with them or their lives. But we are not

satisfied with such answers. \Vhat is more, we refuse to be caught by the logicof the

questions. We go in a different direction and show that these questions and their

commonsense answers are aspects of one encompassing discourse. We refer co this
discourse as that of che "School" in "America." We capitalize "School" co indicate we

are not referringco any particular school, and we use "America" to indicate that we

are interested in particular ways of talkingabout, and doing, education that no one

in the United States can escape-whatever the community, ethnic group, race, class,
or gender affiliation. This is the inscicucionalized framework that muse be carefully
described if anyone, whether concerned with research, policy, or practice, is co un

derstand the situation of the persons they hope co help. It is a framework that was

built over generations-thus our concern with culture.

It is certainly reasonable to focus on Maxine Hong Kingston as an independent,
indeed heroic, agent. Few would object if we talked about her personalstrength in the
foce ofadversiryor about other qualitiesthat eventuallyallowed her a successful career

in schools. Any mention of her talent in weaving a gripping story would make sense.

An audience in America would probablyaccept the need to wonder what might have

happenedif she had grown up elsewhere, and it would recognize that we should con

sider the political,economic, and symbolic conditions that pushed and pulled erni

granrs to California in the first half of the twentieth century. By the dictates of the

discourse, it would make sense to mention poverty and exploitation in China, wars

and revolutions in Europe, railroads and robber barons in the United States, all con

ditions that somehow shaped a placefor the Chinese who crossed the Pacific.

The political and economic questions are less commonsense questions than the

ones about talent and fortitude, but they can lead to new questions we have only re

cently learned to ask about the role of language,symbolism, and textualiry in the

shaping of human life. The new questions would have us focus on the very act of

Kingston writing, in Euglislr;an autobiogmpby,for publication and encourage us to

talk about the evolution ofliterary genres and rhetorical forms. \Ve might then men

tion the Co11fessionsof St. Augustine and the texts produced by many others from

Benjamin Franklin to Malcolm X, tales of difficult origins, struggles,and eventual

success, many of them European tales built on earlier cultural forms and then trans

formed in the ideologicalcontext of the United States, what we call America. This
line of inquiry could lead to talk about publishinghouses and distribution systems,
vast complexesof bureaucracies and technologiesthat make some personal acts avail

able to a large audience through particular symbolic means. We could then talk

about those who read \%man Wnrrior and are moved by it, asking the same ques-

tions of them that we asked of Maxine Hong Kingston, and we could analyzethe in

stitutions chat shape a literate audience, train it to respond to confessional tales, and

make it eager to read more.

We use insightsfrom all these traditions to answer what is, fundamentally,one en

compassing question: When we celebrate \%man W'llrrior, whom do we celebrate,
Maxine Hong Kingston, her readers, or America?

This question must be asked of any act performed by any person alive in the

United Stares: Who and what are involved in readingaloud to an audience the sym
bol "]" on a page?Or, to illustrate from the case studies we present in this book, who

is responsiblefor a child being teased for saying "pisghcrri"when all his peers can say

"spaghetti"? What is involved in working-class families with similar demographic
profileshelping their children with homework and making different placesfor their

children's identification, one as successful and the other as a failure? What difference

does it make in the unfoldingof lives at the bottom of New York City'ssocial rank

ings if it can be shown that young adults in a homeless shelter or an alternative re

medial high school can perform togethercomplexsocial casks that demonstrate care

for each other and a complexunderstandingof their siruacion? What is the implica
tion, for both theory and practice, of the evidence we presenc that "who peopleare,"
in some kind of abstract psychologicalspace, and even "what people do," as it can be

documented through careful description, may be quite irrelevant in guiding the re

sponse of the rest of the world to what they do? We can show failed children suc

ceeding at school tasks and successful children failing at similar tasks. And we can

show how such performancesarc sequenced with ocher performancesby other peo

ple in such a way that they are dismissed, co-opted, and reinterpreted. Throughout
the case studies we show how many people are involved, even in the most local

scenes, in establishingthe coas?tenccs of 1vh,ll happmcd.
1

'fhis book is an investigation of who and what are involved in the eventual evalu

ation of a life as a success or failure in school terms. 10 is responsi le, and whom,

or what, should we ce e race, or 1 ame? Eventually,we come back to celebratingand

blaming "America"-not as an abstract system but as the produce of what people
continually construct with what they findl?a?/?u:'.'.:'172:.J':._,:!_af?r?en?d?,t?h?et1re:,Ja;u:o???m:41:rniT:Tt?
this point, we follow a consistent ad,. here others focus on school success, we

cou d just as easi y ocus on ai ure. And thus we highlightthe arbitrary and limiting
nature of the categories "success" and "failure." They are not cate ories ch

cure the ood sense o ey directly conspire to prevent all of

us from understanding the conditions within which the child's life is constructed

(America). This is the paradoxicalresult of American interpretations chat supposedly
focus attention on the individual child but do so, mostly,by examining that child

and then labelinghim or her, therebystopping the analysiswhere we think it should

begin.Where we begin, always,is with Maxine Hong Kingston as an actor involved

in buildingsomething. This moves us, always, to a search both for the ocher actors

the builders-in rhe constant presence of whom she is acting and for the tools they
all find around chem. The human world is made up of the remnants of everyone
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else's activities. le is an artifact or, in words we like co use, a cu/tum! fact, something
that was factecl(from the Latin pasc participle of the verb "co make"). le is always
made and alwaysabout to be remade.

I Schoolingand Cultural Fact

Let us scare againwith our questions about Maxine Hong Kingston but ask chem of

chc sister she mentions, about whom she says liccle. This sister, and her silence, can

stand for chc many who never become famous authors or who, co invoke the more

usual standard, do not cake the road co a comfortable, middle-class life.

As a personaland inscicucional success, Kingston could be held up as an exemplar
of the ways American inscicucions, including chc schools she attended, whatever

their problems, allowed her co express her individual, unique self. The apologisesof

America have indeed made chis case with great persuasion over the past 200 years:
America is rhe field so organized that individuals can shine. Even as we criticize par

ticular practices. the generalargument is hard to contradict. The problem, of course,

is that nor all individuals in che United States get to go where some ochers go: Every
one can race; only one can win. The problem of relative success is most powerfully
etched when we wonder about rhc fate of the Hong family'ssilent sister and the

many others who never move to something their teachers celebrate. Who is responsi
ble for identified failures? The child? The parents, teachers, social workers, and ther

apists who have responsibilityfor che child? Or the peculiarconscruccions that have

been built over the past 350 years in whar has become "America"?

Our focus on chc difficulties chat continue co plague schooling is necessary for

moral reasons. Success, the flash of genius chac temporarilyblinds us and eventually
reveals a person's particular glory, is not problematic. Only failure is. le is not by
chance the fundamcncal question in educational research is phrasednegatively:Why
can't Johnny read? In a lacer chapter, we play at raising the reverse issue: Why can

Sheila read? Our question of Sheila is a variation on the questionswe asked of M:L'(

inc Hong Kingston, buc our goal is noc to answer che questions. Our goal is co un

derstand the imperative rhar makes educational research alwaysscare with a hunt for

che causes of success and, more poignantly,failure. Given the need co understand ed

ucation as a broad social process chat involves much more than schooling,chc puzzle
is why the question about Johnny should be made the most pressing. For us, the

problemAmerican schoolingfaces as boch a political and a scientific activity is the

success/failure system. For journalists and politicians co celebrate chose who are

"above average,"many muse be known as "below average."The first are dependent
on che latter. Success and failure arc the producesof chc same America. Failure allows

for the definition of success, and together they frame everyone: children, teachers,

parents, and researchers in the United Scates {and ocher parts of the world caught by
the schoolingsystem chat evolved in Europe).

By the same logic, an understanding of che failure of urban schools requires an

understanding of the success of suburban schools. Inner cicy and suburb do not be-

long co different worlds. They belong to the same differentiated world. Our task as

social scienciscs is co analyzechis differentiation and to highlightwhat ic offers co hu

man accion and how it constrains or expandspossibilities.To do chis, we must strug

gle with the analytic cools given by the tradition chat produced the cultural faces of

success and failure in the first place,cools such as standardized tests chat measure and

identify people as failures or successes. We muse confront chis tradition and its cools

if we are co understand its produces.\'v'e muse focus on the institutions chat do the

characterizations: \'v'ho decides who is a success or failure; when and how is che iden

tification done and in what terms, under whar circumstances, and-above all-with

what legirirnareconsequences?
To accomplishthe shift in the unit of analysis from the identified individual co

the sec of individuals working togetheron their common circumstances, we muse re

turn co the original moment when a child who was not quite yet Maxine Hong
Kingston, the famous author, confronted "I" on a page in the midsc of a classroom

filled with children and a teacher in the context of a school filled with still more chil

dren and teachers, along with administrators and ocher adults, in the context of a

school bureaucracy in a largecicyand so forch.

Ar char moment, everything is in suspension.
Nothinghas happened.
And then, the child's delay is noticed.

Ir is noticed by another human being, but not just any human being in a neutral

setting. It is noticed by a teacher (not a janitor), in a school (and not at home), during
classtime (and not on the playground).Suddenly, the difference between perfor
mance and the teacher's expectations has been made into a difference chat can make

a difference in the biographyof the child. The delayhas become a "failure" in need

of explanation, evaluation, and remediation. The child's ace (in chis case, the nonact)

has been recognizedand identified as a particularkind of ace chac muse lead co fur

ther actions by possiblya hose of other people. In certain schools but not in ochers,

the acc-madc-into-an-inscance-of-school-failure can itself be used as a token justify

ing an even more consequential identification. The particular act is taken as exem

plary of the kind of acts performedby chis kind of person; it is now the child, rather

than the ace, chat is identified as a success or failure. The act may be used as a coken

justifyingthe identification of the school as a whole; there are successful and failing
schools. This can be extended co characterize a group with whom the person is iden

tified. On chis basis, arguments arc made comparing the success of recent immi

grants from the Caribbean co chac of native African Americans. In the process, a

child's paradoxical"I" disappearsbehind a "me," behind a persona in a cultural

drama chat ochers have constructed with what the child has accomplished.
The process we have just ouclincd is fundamencal to our approach. No person is

self-made. We cake George Herbert Mead seriouslywhen he scares chat "the ochers

and the self arise in the social ace rogerher" ((1926] 1964: 169).2AII persons-as-
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nown are eventuallymade through the interaction of the actor and millions of rcle

mt ochers, most of whom the actor has not met face-co-face. In describing a hand-

11of lives from Japan, David Plath phraseda similar understanding about the inter

lay between individual biographyand ics use in the social world:

Culture, character, and consociares weave a complicated fabric of biography.The

process is not only lifelong:it is longer than lite. Consociaces begin to shape our per

sonal course even before we are born, and may continue to renegotiate the meaning of

our lite long afrer we are dead. To ch is extent, a person is a collective product. \Y/e all

must "author" our own biograp_hies,using the idiom of our heritage,but our biogra

phies muse be "authorized" by those who live chem with us. ( 1'>80: -)

,fore formally,we assume any act by an authorial "I" must be approachedas a mo

nent in a complex sequence involvingat least three steps. or three positions in a

ninimal social system. First, a child reads; second, someone else gives chis reading a

ilace within a particularsymbolicsystem chat transforms the originalact into a "sue

ess" or a "failure"; third, someone else delivers the consequences of the placement.
=or Maxine Hong Kingston, reading "I" in school involves her as the student to he

valuated, the teacher as evaluator, and groups chat cake the evaluation into account

say, parents, administrators. employers,educational researchers, etc.) for their own

lurposes. Years lacer, she parricipuresin another version of the sequence: She writes a

nnnuscripr, then someone publishesit, and finallythe hook is celebrated.

Each seep is a complexsetting where human beingswork cogecherand, eventually,
ichieve something, a "thing" chat is recognizedas having happenedand stands as the

acr on which further hiscory can he made. Think, for example,of two strangers

neering on a cicy street: One asks for the time, the ocher gives it, the first thanks the

uher, and they go their separate ways, having asked for and having given the cime.3

\Jow chink of a reacher and a student who know each ocher well for having spent

nany months in che same second-gradeschoolroom. They may start with the same

vords as our rwo strangers, bur they can end in a quite different place, the child hav-

111gbeen tested for and having failed/succeeded in demonsrraring the knowledgeto

tell time. The same question about the time can, in different settings, play to a quite
different purpose: different settings, different struggles,different outcomes, thar are

made co fie into different systems of consequences.

In the lartcr stages of most any sequence of activity called educational in America,

success and failure are major symbols.The same behavior, knowing what rime ic is,

for example,in a nonschool context likely serves another purpose, and it is unlikely

to be evaluated as a success or failure. Even in the second gradeat the initial moment

of the reacher's askingfor the rime, neither success nor failure nor even their absence

were necessarilyrelevant. The teacher, momentarily without a watch, may have sim

plywanted to know the time, in which case it made no difference who answered the

question; or the reacher may have been driven co find out who knew how co tell the

rime, and individual and docuruentable success or failure became the issue at hand.

Knowing the time becomes an instance of success or failure when the actors are re

lated insritutionally co a wider sec of persons with an interest in documenting who

knows what.

In organizing a cultural analysisof schooling,we need a generalframework that

preserves rhe independenceof both rhe person and the person'sactivities from the

systems (economic, political,symbolic,erc.) that providedthe resources for the per

son's activities and made sense of the activities by providingstill ocher persons with

che resources for plausibleidentifications and further actions. All aces, initially,are

nor part of the system that may eventuallyacquire chem even though it is likelythey

are alreadysensitive co char system. "All action," warned John Dewey, "is an invasion

of che [urure, of the unknown. Conflict and uncertainty are ultimate traits" ( I 922:

12). All actors, initially,are nor particularkinds of persons even though theyalways
have at their disposalthe resources of the personae ochers lee chem claim. The quali
ties of acts and persons are not intrinsic to the ace or person. They belong rather to

the sequence of aces, and co the group of persons, within which acts and persons are

found. One must thus move from local, fleecing moments when someone like

Kingsconis confronted by an "I" on the printed page or ocher moments when, much

lacer, she writes the same "I" with ease and in ways chat please her audience co the

moments when peopleconcerned wirh her for some reason (teachers, editors, liter

ary critics) placeher act in their own history.At the same time, one muse remember

Kingston always is fully involved as an active participant srrugglingwith "[," wich

her teacher and mother, with her publishersand editors. Still, she remains caught in

a web of constructions and identifications she cannot escape. The one thing she can

not do is enforce a substitution of the Chinese ? for the American "I."4 Even if she

had cried co make the substitution as an intellectual game co challenge her teacher

into a consciousness of other possibilities,the difference it would have made co the

teacher would have been inexorablydifferent from the difference (or its absence) it

might have made to her mother, Kingston, like us, inhabits America.

Culture in Question

In the fragmentwe quoted earlier, Kingsconwrites, "I knew the silence had co do

with being a Chinese girl."In rhe process she ·offers an interpretation of "rhe" silence.

We must confront chis interpretation. As far as we are concerned, Chinese girlishness
is not a state of being.>Noc talking is not a trait, among ochers, chat Chinese girls

possess more than peopleborn co parents who came co the United Stares from ocher

parts of the world. le is someching chat happens co some girls in American class

rooms, somechingchar is identified wich China and chen used as an explanation for

che particularbiographiesof the peoplewho have been so identified. le is an A111eri

cm1 cultural fact, one char is specificonly in che peculiar house char dominates che

human landscapein rhe Uniced Scares.

Our point is complex, and we address ir chroughoucthe book and particularly in

Pare 2. Ac chis stage, we simply wane co sketch the problem in its relation co general



political discussions about schooling. In the process, we introduce, first, the under

standingof"culture" chat we inherit from the anthropologicaltradition on which we

build and, second, our position with regard to the interplayof culture with educa
tion broadly conceived. A concern with culture is nothing new, certainly not in the
field of education. John Dewey, in Democracyand Education ([l 916] 1966), was

aware of the multiplicityof human societies and of the ways in which participation
in various societies transformed the lives of peoplewho were born into chem. The
first generations of anthropologists, from Franz Boas (1928) co Margaret Mead
(1928), had an abiding interest in education in both social scientific and political
terms. Psychologyhas laggedbehind in its use of the term "culture". although with
the rise of cultural deprivation theories of school failure (Deutsch 1967), it has been
invoked repeatedlyin any effort to explain the face of the poor in the United Scates.
It seemed good common sense and altogetherliberal co expect people co adapt them
selves to their conditions, includingpoverty, co develop"cultures" chat respondedco

their needs and then to pass the cultures along co their children. Although a radical

critique revealed the severe limitations of the analysis, ir has nonetheless remained a

plausible account of the behavior of the disenfranchised. le regularlyreappears in ed
ucational research, and we muse deal with it repeatedlythroughout chis book.

Among anthropologistsand many ocher educational researchers, "cultural depri
vation" and "the cul cure of poverty" explanations dropped out of favor, and starting
in the 1970s, particularlythrough the work of sociolinguists,alternate explanations
of school failure among the poor were offered. Researchers began co focus on the lin

guistic, ethnic, and racial differences that appear co have a profound impact on

American classrooms. From the sociolinguisticpoint of view, the harsh conditions co

which people had adapted by developinga "deprived"culture were not so much the

product of poverty within the United Scates as they were the producesof historical

processes by which industrialized societies invaded and colonized. Peoplepushed out

of their areas of origin and pulled co major industrial centers gave their children

somethingof their past that did not fit in classrooms organizedon different ("domi
nant," "hegemonic,""middle class," "American") principles. It seemed obvious chat
chis process would lead to miscommunication and other kinds of trouble.

By implication at least, Maxine Hong Kingston appears to have been operating
with what is now called the "difference" theory of trouble in School. She and her

peers were silent "because" they were Chinese, children of immigrants from China
with different understandingsof proper behavior in schools not adapted co chem.
She was also a precursor of a movement in educational policy chat has its roots in the
inrcllecrual argument about difference but char simplifiesthe anthropologicalunder

standingof culture. Culture, in classical anthropology,is about borrowing,transmis
sion, learning, and transformation. The "difference" analysis, by contrast, empha
sizes the unchangeableself as constructed in early childhood. Given such an analysis,
it makes sense co call for the developmentof special programs co train teachers and
students to learn each ocher's ways and perhaps reach some kind of middle ground.
In recent years, a more excreme and essentialist theory has been argued under the la-

bel of"mulriculturalism." It may be less a theory than a politicalcry for the good so

ciety, but it is coo close co our interests for us co ignore it. In most versions, multi

culcuralism scares with the same assumption of difference in historical origin and

evolution char anthropological understandings of culture have developed.Popular
mulriculturalism overrides good sense in arguing chat every group has a definite

membership of persons who have been made, through birch and earlysocialization,

both the same as each other and different from others. At its worse, mulriculturalism

implies that every person has but one true or legitimate culture (Kingscon is firsc and

foremost "Chinese"), chat the legitimacy of the claim is based on lines of descent

(Kingston is Chinese because her parents are Chinese), and char the claim is abour

the ownershipof a culture by its members (beingChinese is Kingston'sown culture;

it is "her" culture).

Anthropologists, since Boas's (1938) struggles against ninereenrh-cenrury racial

theories of humanity, have protestedloudly against theories of culture char empha
size descent and ascribed membership. Even chose who stressed early enculruracion

operatedwith a theory perhapsbest summarized by Margaret Mead ([ 1942] 1965)
when she asserted chat any human infant, whatever its background, can become a

full participant of any group, however different the groups may be. Claude Levi

Strauss ([1955] 1963c) went further in claiming that all personality types were possi
ble in all cultures if only because anyone can reject the local cultural imperatives of

the placeswhere they were born. A person has no choice about livingwith these im

peratives bur can nonetheless confront chem on every detail. A human being is never

frozen in a particularpanem. Human beings learn, and they never stop learning.Be

ing Chinese is not a matter of beinghut of becoming. Being Chinese is nor a matter

of identity but of identification, as a person'swork is recast by the person'sconsuci

aces as a particular kind of work. When one is born in the United States of parents

who migratedfrom China, "beingChinese" is nor a face; it is an achievement. Being
Chinese American is something char is worked on by a child in relation to parents,

school, neighbors,detractors, and crosstown bigots. It is an achievement fashioned

out of material bequeathed the whole population by America.

This way of chinking about culture recaptures what has always been powerful
about the concept and has established irs place in the social sciences. There is some

thing specificabout any arrangement of human beings. On the basis of a universal

biologicalconstitution, human groups always elaborate new ways of organizing
rhernselves char muse take into account borh their biologicalconstitution and, more

important, che human hisroryof the group, includingits many and continuing con

tacts with ocher groups. This is the import of the statement by Levi-Strauss char we

use as an epigraph. In history something is made chat then forms the world new

comers, whether infants or immigrants, have co inhabit. Kingston'smother came co

California, where she found the category "Chinese," and she had co strugglewith the

identifications chose already in California proposedfor her. In the same manner, the

surviving Amerindians, the Mexicans, and the newly arriving Europeans had to re

construct "China" through their encounter with these ocher immigrants, A genera-
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rion lacer, Kingston entered school and its evolved idenrificarions for Chinese chil

dren, including probably the identification of Chineseness with "silence." Was char

idenrificarion self-generatedby the Chinese, as Kingston, along with most readers of

her book, rnighr assume, or was ir jointly produced by chem and their non-Chinese

contemporaries, as we suspect?Was ir a quality of Maxine Hong Kingston,or was it

something she and her teachers constructed together?Was it a cultural face?

A classic case of systematicsilence developedfrom the study of black children in

school.v As was demonstrated repeatedlyby William Labov (1972), chis silence was

situation-specific, and extraordinary fluency could be found in nonschool settings
(see Gilmore 1985 for an exemplarystudy). Black children are nor silent as a trait of

their personalityor even their culture. Silence is nor their identity.They appeared
quicr-in-school-with-whire-reachers.To claim silence as a personalitytrait is different

from claimingsilence as a situated accomplishment.The institutionalized existence of

the linguisticallydeprived,silent black child says more about educational stereotypes
than about black children. Since the stereotype was disallowed by sociolinguisticre

search thirty years ago, we have been forced to watch an amazing shift in identifica

tion as black children have gorcen robe known as preciselynot silent bur violently ag

gressive.Blacks are not now, and never have been, acquiescing and simple-minded
Uncle Toms. Nor are they, nor now, nor ever, not only, nor simply, the scary rap

singersadopted and demonized by che media (Giroux 1996). Still, and whatever the

behavioral faces, all blacks in the United Stares, alongwith all whites, native born and

newcomer, do have to struggletoday with the images and the performanceschar Un

cle Tom and lce-T are made to suggest. What no one can do in the United Stares is to

ace as if the pieces that make American culture are nor there. Uncle Tom and lce-T

are cultural facts." As cultural facts, they are constructions with more solidityperhaps
rh.111the cities, suburbs, and highwayschar make up the landscape.

Success and failure, like dangerousblack maleness, silent Chinese girlishness,and

so on and so forth, are categories, scripts, and stage directions char frame joint hu

man acrion. These labels do nor exist for their accuracy bur for their powers of evo

cation, and they muse not be confused with the people for whom they may at rimes

be used. From our perspective, black maleness is nor a property of black males bur of

American culture. Ir is not rhat black maleness exists outside of the peoplewho co

gerher perform it for each other. Ir is rather char black maleness may be scripted
more by white males, and black and white females, than by black males alone. Con

versely,what is to count as "white" has been continually transformed by the Africans

have who had to deal with chose who brought chem to the Americas and by their de

scendants who continue co resist their conditions. Together Europeans, Africans,

Asians, and Amerindians have producedsomethingunique in the world: an America

char does nor belong to any one of chem. Some of their descendants may have more

power in shapingAmerica than others, bur all have participated, if only through pas

sive resistance and the fact of their presence. For chose who begin life in the United

Stares, whether child or immigrant, America is the face they inherited, and it will

frame chem for the rest of their lives.

Culture and Context

Culrure has lircle co do with the habits parents train their children co have; it has

everything co do with the environments pan.:nts build for their children co inhabit.

These environments, houses with their many rooms, including the classrooms and

homes chat concern us in chis book, are usually talked about as the "contexts" in

which particular traits, such as silence or aggressiviry,become visible. This phrasing
assumes rhe independent consequentialityof the trait: a Learning Disabled child is,

inherently, learning disabled even though the disabilitymay show or may be conse

quenrial only "in certain contexts." Indeed, most specialisesin such matters, assume

char a special disability,wherever it comes from, whether from generic defects or a

difficult early socialization, must somehow be hardwired in the body of the child.

We rake a different position, grounded in an old intuition in sociologyand an

thropology. From Emili.: Durkheim ([1897] 1951), we accept rhe idea chat "de

viance" is constituted by what is made normal. And we follow Ruch Benedict's

(1934) suggestion chat particularcultural panerns might generate particularprob
lems for particular people.Most starkly,Learning Disability(LO) may be a product
of America, nor something that is revealed in America. LO is a room well stocked

with all that it rakes for some children to be demonstrated as carriers-whether rhey
are carriers or nor, whether there is such a thing as LO for any human being to carry,

whether LO would make a difference for anything if there were no rooms for its

identification, and whether specialtreatments are required once it has become com

mon sense char it is an afAicrion char a proper democracy should cake into account.

From chis perspective, one concentrates on all the activities performed around a

child, activities char identify the child as Learning Disabled, and make contexts for

still others to act in terms of the identification. LO is a room chat constrains not only
the children made co stand inside but all the ocher children and adults who visit the

room and keep it alive. The idea here may be explicatedthroughvarious metaphors,
each of which highlight one property of our model. Birdwhisrell (in McDermon

1980) once explained"context" using the analogyof a rope: "I like to chink of it as a

rope. The fibers char make up the rope are discontinuous; when you twist them to

gether,you don't make chem continuous, you make the thread continuous
....

The

thread has no fibers in it, bur, if you break up the thread, you can find che fibers

again. So char, even though it may look in a thread as though each of those particles
is going all through it, char isn't the .case. Thar's essentiallyrhe descriptivemodel. "8

Our of multiplediscontinuities, threads, or persons, an event of a new order is

built; ropes or LO become faces. The fibers do nor make the rope. A mass of fibers is

not a rope. An aggregate of persons in a crowd does nor make a cultural insricurion.

Bue once fibers are made into a rope or a crowd into an institution, somethingnew

has happened for all chose who encounter it and cannot ignore it or escape from it.

The rope needs fiber. LO needs children and teachers. A child's life will evolve differ

enrlywhether he is "acquiredby LO" or escapes it. Bur LO itself is nor producedby
the child. Our interest in chis book is LO as an institution and the American School
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as the even thicker rope of which LO is but a strand. Much has been done on the

impact of institutions on persons. Comparativelyless analytic artention has been

given to rhe daily workings of institutions, particularly with a culture theory nor

caught in the tanglesof representing culrure primarilyas somethinghaving to do

with learning.This is what we wane to develop.
Institutions, of course, are nor literally ropes, and the metaphor can go only so for.

\Ve also want to highlighthow self-evident and inescapablea constructed world can

become. The problem for children identified with LO or any other kind of school

failure is char the diagnosisappears so commonsensical. This issue of perception in

vites another analogy.In 1908, Fraser discussed what he called rhe "twisted rope illu

sion" (see Figure I. I). Ir is a set of black and white geometricalshapes so organized
chat they do two things. On the one hand, they give the overwhelmingimpression,
co a commonsense observer, of 011e, spiraling,black and white, twisted cord. On the

ocher hand, from the point of view of an analyse,the same shapescan be said co be

the representationof a series of twisted cords arranged in a set of concentric circles.

The effect is strong enough char if one is asked to follow any of the circles, one's fin

ger easily follows the eye into the center of the circle; one must work hard to resist

one's senses enough to trace concentric circles (one crick is to place a circular mask

such as a small coin at the center of the figure).The difficult point is char there is no

rope on the paper, just. alternating streaks of black and their apparent absence, the

latter made significantby contrast to both the black streaks and the black squares. It

is not just char the rope "fibers" are analyticallyunavailable when one looks at pares
of the design, it is rather char half the fibers have no representation except in contrast

to ocher fibers and ocher parts of the background Still, the rope and its fibers remain

overwhelming events on observers caught by the design and unable to escape some

thing char was made for them.?

Frum Benedict to Levi-Strauss and Birdwhisrell, anthropologistshave found a fig
ure-ground argument congenial to their understanding of what happens in culture

when individual traits begin co have institutional consequences in particular locali

ties or, co use rhe more traditional language,when traits are "incorporated into a cul

ture." The same intuition is often summarized with statements char go something
like "All parts of any system define all other partsof che system." The point is char

the elements char together make a pattern, much like the black markingson Figure
I. I, gain their particularpower to move people in particulardirections because of the

ways they are arranged with ocher elements, nor because of their own properties.
When a child who may find it difficult co do certain things at certain rimes enters

chose settings in school where LO is going to show up, it is nor so much char the

child changes as char chose around the child change the way they respond and

thereby (temporarily)construct rhe child as a particular,LO, kind of person.

The rope_ metaphor highlightshow higher-order events appear in the history of

humanity as cultural facts for all to rake into account. The rwisred-cord illusion

highlightshow the individual pieces char appear to make these cultural faces are

themselves "made" by the pattern, not perhaps in their physicalsubstance but cer-

FIGURE I.I

The Twisted Rope Illusion

SOURCE: (Fraser 1908: 325).

tainly in their social consequences. Still, these metaphors do not highlight a central

theme of our own understanding of culrure: Fibers in ropes, black stains on white

paper, all arc static objects dependent on the activity of some observer to activate

their potentiality.The twisted-rope image is an illusion to che extent char it produces
various effects on observers (including the designer of the image), but ir is the ob

server who is active, whereas the image itself does noc move. In culture. the situation

is quire different. The fibers are alive and active, raking into account that they are

made to be in a rope they do nor control.

The first two metaphors focus our attention on the face char children, teachers,

parents and administrators, as "children," "teachers," "parents"and "administrators,"

do not "exist" independentlyof the School chat defines chem all for each ocher in

their particular school qualities.There can be no "students" if there are no "teach

ers," and no "success" in the absence of "failure." This is nor to say there are no hu

man beings there. Ir is to say char they are hard at work rakinginto account, whether
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they are reconstructing or demolishing. che particular position chat has acquired
chem or chat they have inherited. These positions and the properties, rights, and

privilegesattached co chem are utterly without power in che absence of all the ocher

categories.The properties of che cultural pattern are maintained by the activity of
the peoplewho arc caught within it. In the School. ic is people, active single biologi
cal agents, chat hold each ocher accountable co being what they muse be co each
ocher, chat is, teachers, students, and administrators. In any school. che successful
and the foiled arc the specific products of long interacrional sequences involving
much work by many people.The successful and the foiled do not originate all made

up in their particular qualities.They are slowly fashioned until the overall piccure
looks right enough chat ocher active powers do noc get upset by what was done, or

not done, more locally.The people are all together, entwined with each other, one

rope, one culture of consequence for all.

To state the generalpoint we are makingabout culture, we can use still another

metaphor, chat of the house. For us, culture lms less to do with the habits we acquirethan
with the houses we ili!Jt1bit.1° Culture is certainly about construction, though more

about che houses chat are alwaysalrend]1there when peoplegee born than about chose

they may try co build during their lives. Culture is about che words people use, the
cloches (in French, habits) theywear, le is also about rooms in the sprawlingmansions,
alongwith the servant quarters, chat historyhas built. This is rhe metaphor chat is im

plied in our subtitle: This book is about "the School America builds" wich its many
rooms, positions like success and failure, LearningDisabilityand talent, positions chat

eventuallygee filled generation after generation with the peoplewho arc at any time re

quired co fill chem. There would he no schools or families, successes or failures, if no

one performedwhat needed ro be performed for che event co have happened.
le is certain people do change the rooms in which cheyare placed. We document

many such changes.Families in similar conditions may arrange different local worlds
for their members co inhabit. Teachers may implement programs for from stereo

typic school casks. But such changescan go only so long before neighbors,adminis

trators, competitors, near and far gee concerned. All human action is joint, partially
under the control of many "significant"ochers-interpreters and enforcers wich the

power or authorityco reconstruct che walls chat local activity alwaysdamages.Even

tually, as each person checks the closest others, as each small group checks ocher
small groups in the neighborhood, che culture into which they were all born or re

cruited gees reconstructed, though perhaps not exactly in che same shape as it was.

We do not believe there are actual plans co the house America builds or an actual ar

chitect. Analytically,the School escapes everyone, and particularly the many who
chink they are in chargeof ic. A first seep in reorganizing chis unplanned buc ever

present and ever changinghouse is co cake its power into account.

We use five case studies co illustrate che usefulness of such an approach. Above all,
we explorethe implication for research oflooking at success and failure as cwo rooms

within the same house chat many people inhabit and are at work maintaining, recon

structing, and, it is hoped, remodeling.

Adam, Sheila, Joe, and Others at Cultural Work

We started with che emblematic figure of Maxine Hong Kingston co introduce our

interest in che cultural construction of schooling and its consequences for all who

live in the United Scates. We can now proceed with che particular versions of chis

question raised by each of our ethnographic reports. In the first, we offer the LO

story we have already started co cell: When we are informed chat Adam, the child

who appears in Chapter I, is Learning Disabled, what do we see? Is ic Adam, the

Learning Disabled child? Or is it LO, che cultural face? If ic is the latter, as we are

quite convinced ic is, what about him and the ocher people at work with him? And

how does LO fit within the broader American landscape?As we begin answering
these questions, new areas of investigation begin co emerge. In che next four chapters
of Pare 1, we show in cum how small groups can transform their local conditions;

how relative strangers can gee involved in a complex, focused activity; how activities

can be reconstructed as they gee noticed and replaced within broader social se

quences; and how local performancesare made co fie within the broader canvas.

We do all chis by lookingcarefullyat fleecingmoments in the everydaylife of var

ious peoplewhen, together,they construct something the School would recognizeas

educational. We look at children cooking in an after-school club (Chapter I). We

look at ocher children and their parents doing homework together (Chapter 2). \Y/e

look ac young men and women singing in a choir (Chapter 3). \Ve look at adoles

cents performing a teacher-initiated cask in an alternative urban high school (Chap
ter 4). We look at ocher adolescents endlesslycompeting with each ocher in an up

per-middle-classjunior high school (Chapter 5). In each setting, we focus on a few

seconds or minutes co be constantly reminded of the activity of the people about

whom we write. They are not automatons somehow determined by the system of

which they are a part. In each setting we focus on a few seconds or minutes in order

co be continually reminded chat the people about whom we write are not enacting
dumbly a script they do not understand. People are active, at work, and the culture

char came before chem would not remain alive without their activity. In the detail of

cheir local practices, we can see people struggling, and we can see the conditions

againstwhich they struggle.This type of incense gaze on what people do in the detail

of their everydaylife is what we understand as ethnography, a mode of investigation
char is particularlywell suited co bringing out aspects of the human condition chat

the human condition itself alwaysconspires co hide. Where people will be found, we

have learned, can never he fully predicted from a knowledge of their initial condi

tions. Even initial conditions are hard co account for, since most of the descriptions
we have of chem say both more and less than what needs co be said. Usuallythe most

significantfeacures of rheir conditions, chose with the most consequenct!s on future

action, arc lease available co common sense. One hundred years of ethnographyhas

confirmed the usefulness, indeed the absolute necessity, of inductive searches care

fully tracing what people do in specificplaces and at specifictimes, what they cake

into account and what they may be making for themselves and their consociaces.
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To develop analytic categories true co che ongoing, sensuous engagement of peo

ple building their lives together,we often vary che lenses we use.11 Sometimes we fo

cus in detail on che mornent-to-mornenr unfolding of a single inreractional se

quence. Ac ocher times, we summarize many such sequences and trace their

connections over a range of persons and events, In all cases, we are interested in see

ing how the participants themselves reveal, i11 their velJ' behavior: chat which they
cannot escape in a particular setting. chat which is alwa)'Salrent6'there when they
scare and remains when cheyend. Ar che same time, these lenses allow us co notice

che many ways in which the peopledo not quire do what they might be expected co

do, the ways in which chey do -more or do something else-at the very same time

they rake into account that which ochers have made for them.

The case studies we presenc in the body of chis work were conducted over the past

twenty years in different contexts. In each case, we have asked the same fundamental

question about the conditions of personalaction, and we answer it by engaging the

conditions guiding personal action in the most local circumstances.

We stare with Adam in Chapter I. Something in his activity as it is sequenced
with the activities of others around him makes him salient and problematic in cer

tain settings. \'v'hac and who makes Adam's activity "special"? We continue with

Sheila and Joe in Chapter 2. What is it exactlySheila and her parents do co make it

appear rhar doing homework (and succeedingin school) is easy for them, whereas it

is difficult for Joe and his mother? Next, in Chapter 3, we look at a group of late

adolescents famous for their low self-esteem and inabiliry co work together: How did

they perform a complex and novel cask directed by a person with little personal ex

perience with their social and cultural background?We then move co the schools be

cause in America, they are the legitimategrounds for the determination of success

and failure. In Chapter 4, we show how an innovative program in an alternative high
school can appear co be both a success and a failure. In Chapter 5. we end the ethno

graphic pare of rhe book with an account of the activity of a whole school and com

muniry, and we wonder how one should understand che consranc resting, quizzes,
and competitions among students who are virtually faced co succeed on sociodemo

graphic criteria alone. What is behind their parents' anguishand frantic activity co

train chem ever more rigorouslyfor these competitions?
These questions are variations on our original question about Maxine Hong

Kingston'spuzzlewhen confronted with the primed "I." Our questions keep us puz
zled at precisely the same point. What is it that makes this "I," and the individual co

which it points, the center not only of political legitimacy bur of research inco Im

man processes?
AlthoughChapter 1 scares as if ic were the story of Adam, it quickly turns into a

chapter on the four Adams chat the people in his life constructed for various pur

poses in different settings. The case study is based on work Michael Cole, Lois

Hood, Ray McDermocc, and Kenneth Trauprnann conducted in the lace 1970s.

They started looking for Adam as a person with qualities. Adam, it was officially
said, was Learning Disabled. And yet the more they looked for Adam as he acted in

concert with others, the less they saw "Adam." What they saw, eventually,were peo

ple makingcertain qualities salient at certain times bur nor ochers. These qualities
were sometimes performedby Adam, and those who looked ar him were sometimes

justifiedin their identification of his LD qualities. Still, each identification made a

difference in interaction only at certain times. At ocher times, the Learning Disabil

iry disappearedfor all practicalpurposes. Ar still ocher rimes-particularly when ma

jor decisions about his future placement in schools were being made-the disabiliry

was all there was.

Learning Disabilities of all rypes (whether grounded in biology,emotional trau

mas, or cultural difference) are consequentialonly co rhe extent char rhey arc made

to fir within a cultural system chat identifies chem. The inability to read Auently is a

problemonly if it is noticed at particular rimes by particularpeople who must mere

our the consequences of having been noticed as not being able to read. In the early
1980s, Herve Varenne, Ray McDermott, Hope Lcichrer, Vera Hamid-Buglione, and

Ann Morison looked at familial literacy, focusingeventuallyon two closelymarched

working-classfamilies of Irish descent in the same, mostly Polish. neighborhoodof

New York Ciry (Chapter 2). In one family,the child of focus was known as doing
well in school, in the other, as nor doingwell. The identification of Sheila's and Joe's

qualicieswere the produceof the families' own symbolicsystem. No school profes
sional was involved-actually both children were doing moderatelywell by the stan

dards of diagnostic cescs-bur the process was the same. Ar particular moments

within more broadly defined settings, Joe's symbolicidentification was not only af

firmed by what the peoplesaid abouc him bur was specificallyperformedas an occa

sion for celebration or degradation.
Particularlystriking is that the symbolicidentification of a child with a quality is

performedby the same persons who, a few minutes lacer, may not make this identifi

cation as they let the same behavior they earlier noticed pass as irrelevant. Thus it is

not because Adam had co act in concert with particular teachers and psychologists
that he was identified as Learning Disabled. These very teachers and psychologists,
as soon as cheyshifted our of che positions where che disabilirywas visible, lost the

abiliry co see it. What they could do had changed.They, like Adam, were multiple.

"Being a reacher" is not a quality of a human being. le is a quality of a culture chat

requires at certain times, and nor at ochers, that "reacherliness" be displayed,a dis

play that involves making success and failure visible and documentable. We show

how chis "reacherliness" can be performedin family groups and how it can be se

quenced with ocher activities, some of which have co do with being in a family to

gether and ochers which have co do with what ocher institutions (particularlythe

School) require of a family.In the process we continue the demonstration that "cul

ture," as a patcern of interaction among cercain people,is itself not a property of per

sons and thus muse be investigatedby looking direcclyat interaction. It is interaction

that makes peoplevisible as particularrypes of people, not the ocher way around.

The third case study (Chapter 3) is about a group of lace adolescents in an agency

for "street kids" in New York Ciry. For a few months, they came together around a




